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INTRODUCTION Build Team’s case studies have been created to allow you to 
delve deeper into, and explore some of, our favourite projects so 
far. Through the updated 2022 Lookbook Collection, we hope 
to highlight individual projects and provide informative content 
for all of our prospective clients. 

Each case study presents a curated gallery with floorplans, 
sketches and images of the design details, alongside project 
information and the clients’ thoughts on their finished home, as 
well as their experience of working with Build Team.
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PROJECT PROFILE Therapia Road is our latest Build Team project which showcases the high standard of 
design and construction that we offer as part of our Turnkey Service. 

Located in Dulwich, the extension is sensitive to the existing house whilst adding a 
striking new space. The use of glass panorama doors which open fully at 90 ° results in 
an incredible opening of light, and beautiful views of the garden. 
 
Panorama roof lights also ensure that natural light is maximised and allows the new 
kitchen and dining area to benefit from this design choice. With striking design 
features, an open plan layout and a real attention to detail, the finished project is a 
modern and clean extension; which is architecturally bold, aesthetically pleasing 
and highly functional – built perfectly for purpose. 

Extension Type:

Duration:

Budget:

Size:

Rear Extension

16 Weeks

£150,000 + VAT

6 Bedroom - Detached Victorian House 
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FLOORPLAN
Ground Floor Rear Extension
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The floor in this kitchen is light and 
hard-wearing, given a good contrast 
with the interior dark tones.

Kitchen Island:
This island, gives space for your own 
personal wine storage, and the light 
and black finish, complements the 
backsplash of the kitchen.

Statement Lighting:

These ceiling lights adds warmth and 
style, agaisnts the black matted finish.
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Panorama Sliding Doors:

These aluminium fitted doors welcome 
natural light from every corner of the 
space. Sliding at a 90° angle, from the 
front and side of the extension.

Statement Sofa:

Panorama Rooflights:

A touch of colour within the space, 
this sofa is perfect for lounging. Facing 
opposite the wall fitted TV.

These gives additional light and space, 
without being overcrowded by the 
space underneath.
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